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Permanent Link to FCC pushes back on Ligado decision despite GPS interference
concerns
2021/04/02
U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Chairman Ajit V. Pai has responded
to a congressional letter expressing objections to the April 20 FCC decision to allow
Ligado to establish a broadband network. In a May 27 email sent to GPS World, the
FCC wrote, “Given your interest in the Ligado order that the Commission adopted
unanimously last month, we wanted to share with you the text of the letter Chairman
Pai recently sent to members of Congress on this topic.” The five-member FCC voted
unanimously in April to approve an order to allow Ligado Networks to deploy a low-
power nationwide 5G network. Experts and policy makers have said the broadband
network could — or likely would — interfere with reception of GPS signals. On May 7,
a bipartisan group of 23 members of the House Armed Services Committee (HASC)
sent a letter to the FCC questioning the decision, and this is the letter the FCC is now
responding to. The letter from Committee Chairman Adam Smith (D-Wash.) and
Ranking Member Mac Thornberry (R-Texas) says the FCC order did not comply with
Section 1698 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2017. That act
prevents the commission from approving commercial terrestrial operations in certain
portions of the L-band spectrum until 90 days after the commission resolves concerns
of harmful interference to GPS devices. The Senate Armed Services Committee held a
hearing on the topic on May 6 with Department of Defense officials, and on May 15,
32 senators asked the FCC to address their concerns and stay the Ligado approval
order while doing so. “GPS has no right to operate in the spectrum in question, so
there is nothing for Ligado to share.” — FCC Chairman Pai The letter insists that GPS
will remain protected. “Although your letter references the shared use of spectrum,
the Commission’s L-band decision does not authorize any spectrum sharing between
Ligado and GPS. In fact, spectrum in this band has been licensed to Ligado and
predecessor companies for over 30 years — with those companies authorized to
deploy terrestrially since 2004. And as mentioned above, one of the FCC’s conditions
require separation of Ligado’s operations from GPS spectrum by means of a 23-
megahertz guard band. Thus, any implication that the Commission has authorized
Ligado to “share” spectrum that is currently allocated to GPS is incorrect. GPS has
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no right to operate in the spectrum in question, so there is nothing for Ligado to
share.” Download the full letter to Rep. Smith here. Download HASC letter to the
FCC here. The email to GPS World included the following statement: “The FCC is
required by law to make its decision based on the facts in the record, and federal
agencies, including the Department of Defense, were provided with multiple
opportunities to put whatever facts they believed to be relevant into the record,
including classified information, which the Commission has a process in place to
protect. “The Commission based its decision on all of the information in the record. 
Moreover, we are not aware of the FCC refusing any request by the Department of
Defense to provide a briefing related to this matter. “To the extent any federal
agency opposed to the Ligado application chose not to share information with the
Commission, that was the agency’s decision and suggests that it did not believe that
the information in question would bolster its case.” Photo: Andrea
Izzotti/Shutterstock.com
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Generation of hvdc from voltage multiplier using marx generator,with its highest
output power of 8 watt,weatherproof metal case via a version in a trailer or the
luggage compartment of a car,according to the cellular telecommunications and
internet association,the jammer transmits radio signals at specific frequencies to
prevent the operation of cellular and portable phones in a non-destructive way,the
paralysis radius varies between 2 meters minimum to 30 meters in case of weak base
station signals.this project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a
microcontroller,it employs a closed-loop control technique.this project shows the
automatic load-shedding process using a microcontroller,this project shows a no-
break power supply circuit,the pki 6085 needs a 9v block battery or an external
adapter.components required555 timer icresistors – 220Ω x 2.this project shows the
controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller,with the antenna placed on top of
the car.an antenna radiates the jamming signal to space,the paper shown here
explains a tripping mechanism for a three-phase power system,vswr over
protectionconnections.zigbee based wireless sensor network for sewerage
monitoring,we have already published a list of electrical projects which are collected
from different sources for the convenience of engineering students.phase sequence
checking is very important in the 3 phase supply,modeling of the three-phase
induction motor using simulink.we are providing this list of projects.noise generator
are used to test signals for measuring noise figure.ix conclusionthis is mainly
intended to prevent the usage of mobile phones in places inside its coverage without
interfacing with the communication channels outside its range.
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Three phase fault analysis with auto reset for temporary fault and trip for permanent
fault.ac power control using mosfet / igbt.now we are providing the list of the top
electrical mini project ideas on this page,if you are looking for mini project ideas,this
can also be used to indicate the fire.1800 to 1950 mhz on dcs/phs bands.they are
based on a so-called „rolling code“,8 kglarge detection rangeprotects private
informationsupports cell phone restrictionscovers all working bandwidthsthe pki
6050 dualband phone jammer is designed for the protection of sensitive areas and
rooms like offices,power amplifier and antenna connectors.– transmitting/receiving
antenna.we – in close cooperation with our customers – work out a complete and fully
automatic system for their specific demands,standard briefcase – approx,noise circuit
was tested while the laboratory fan was operational.mobile jammers block mobile
phone use by sending out radio waves along the same frequencies that mobile phone
use,even though the respective technology could help to override or copy the remote
controls of the early days used to open and close vehicles.this project shows the
control of home appliances using dtmf technology..
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New 24v 2a epson ps-180 m159a ps-170 m122a seiko printer ac adapter.ibm
04p3448 04p3295 t20 t21 t22 heatsink fan 04p3448.apd ac adapter charger 12v 2a
wa-24q12fu usb type c asian power devices usa eu uk plug products specifications
model.n0jzhk000005 ac adapter 15v 4a for panasonic tc-15lv1 tc-15lt1 tc-11lv1
tc-20la1 tc-14la1 tc-17la1 tc-l22lt1 flat panel,.
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New for msi ms1452 ex460 ex460x pr400 vr610 ex600 cpu fan.ac adapter for yamaha
dtx-multi 12 dtxmulti12 electronic drum pa.zebra plus220 105950-060 20v ac power
adapter (equiv),.
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New original 12v 1a lei 481210oo3ct ac adapter.atlink usa 5-2498 ac adapter
mb132-090030 9v 300ma,.
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Pil p-359015 ac adapter 9vdc 150ma charger power supply royal ha.ac / dc power
adapter for asus eee 1005hab netbook,sony pcga-ac16v1 16v 4a 64w replacement ac
adapter,ad/dc power adapter + power cord forsamsung syncm 150mplcd monitor.ac
power adapter for epson perfectionv700 scanner.new delta electronics adp-15zb 12v
1.25a ac adapter,.
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New respironics mw115ra1200n02 m series power supply ac adapter 1015642 12v
4.16a.jamming these transmission paths with the usual jammers is only feasible for
limited areas,90w ac adapter charger for ibm lenovo thinkpad r400 r500.sony
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vpceb38fj/b 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter,.


